Chapter 8

Tabletop,
BattleOp, Ob-Platte,
Potelbat, Belpatto, Platobet
DOUGlAS IIOTh!ADTER and ROBERr FRENCH

Analogy Problems in Mlcrodomains
D()ug Urnclztd his thrt:~~ar-{)/d S()ll 's nose and said to
him, W
Do this! no this, Dmmy!" Dmmy looked at Dtmg~f
face for a mommt, tlzn1 at Dtmg:r lumri. Then he reached
()Ut with his fingertip, and tmuhed D()ug's jillgertipthe jit1g" that had just touched Dmmy s nose.

"Do this!" puzzles oo a tabletCJjJ
Across from each other, over a somewhat rickety little wooden table in the
Runcible Spoon, a venerable old coffeehouse located just a literal stone's throw
away from a street that is called , most uninspiringly, "Seventh Street", but that
would have been called "Hoagy Carmichael Street", in ho nor of the town's most
fa mo us citizen, had the renaming proposal not been turned down several )•ears
ago now, in a typical display of lack of local pride, by the city council of
Bloomington, Indiana, the small and charming university town where the
authors of this article, notable for, among other things, its moderately droll title
as well as an o pening sentence that, seen from the standpoint of parsing,
possesses an almost Proustian thorniness, reside (or rather, did reside, at the
time of its writing), are seated, as can be seen in Figure VIII-I , two frie nds,
He nry and Eliza. During a momentary lull in their conversation, Hen ry reach es
out, touches a salt sha ker, and says to Eliza, "Do this!" Eliza reaches over to ward
the middle of the table, where her hand hovers for a moment above the pepper
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Henry

Eliza
Figure l'IT/-2. A simple Tabletop analog)• problem.

shaker. But then it moves on and lands on the salt haker. A look of disappointment crosses Henry's face, but he quickly banishes it and tries again.
wean you do this?", he asks, touching hi plate (Figure VUI-2). Eliza surveys
the table; then, after some h itation, she touches her own saucer. Henry
appears more atisfied .
Finally (Figure Vlll-3), Hent)' reac he over to Eliza's side of the table and
touches her coffee cup, saying, "And now do thisl "

Henry

Eliza
Figurt VJI/-3. A more complex Tabldop analogy problem.
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Eliza's finger at first inches gingerly toward h er own cup but then suddenly
swerves and darts across the table to Henry's side, and touches, of all things, his
spoon! Henry says, "How did you come to pick that object.?" Eliza replies, "Well,
your two glasses formed a little unit to me, which mapped quite naturally onto
my pair of forks. So this suggested a temporary association between the concepts
'glass' and 'fork'. Then," she continues, "since you reached over to my side to
touch my coffee cup, and since a cup is altlUJSt a glass, I reasoned that I should
reach over to your side and touch something that is almost a fork - and that
could only mean your spoon! " This is a bit su·etched, perhaps far-fetched, but
certainly an interesting viewpoint.
These three puzzles posed to Eliza by Henry are representative puzzles
from the Tabletop domain . The basic idea is simply to take an ordinary
coffeehouse tablctop and to pose "Do this! " puzzles involving the touching of
various o~jects on the table. Although it is always possible to interpret the
command "Do this!" absolutely literally and to touch exactly tl1e object touched,
most people- most adults, that is- tend automatically to interpret "this" with
unconscious conceptual slippages (e.g., not taking a category like "cup" rigidly,
but being willing to touch a glass instead) , and to touch what they perceive as
being a "corresponding" object. as seen from their vantage poinL For very small
children, making such slippages is a little advanced , and they tend to touch the
literal object touched.
Occasionally, one also nms in to an adult who, when first told "Do this! ",
takes the request very literally. For instance, our colleague Dave was explaining
t11e Table top project to a visiting cognitive scientist named Peter in, of all places,
the Runcible Spoon. Dave, picking up his coffee cup, said, "The idea is, can you
do this?" Peter obediently reached over and picked up Dave's coffee cup. Dave
said, "No, that's not what I meanL Here- do this!", and he touched his own
nose. Peter's finger started out in a trajectory aimed straight at Dave's nose, but
before it reached its target, enough social pressures built up in Peter's mind
that his finger effected a l8().degree turnaround somewhere above the table,
and landed on his own nose. Peter had seen the light! From then on, he
interpreted all of Dave's "Do this! " commands in terms of counterparts from
his side of the table. In a way, it seems amazing that a sophisticated adult could
be so literal-minded as Peter was at the outset, but there is often more to
trivial-seeming mental activity than one at first suspects.
Incidentally, we are not in any sense claiming that Peter was wrong in
touching Dave's cup, or even in formulating a plan to touch Dave's nose. It is just
that some responses to these simple-seeming "Do this! " challenges are far more
common than others, and seem to represent more typical human -or rather,
adult human- thought processes. Those answers that involve automatic uncon-
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scious slippages are the result of what we call mental fluidity. Some answers, of
course, are quite strange and perhaps overly fluid, such as little Danny's curious
response to his father's "Do this" challenge, described in the epigraph above.

Reali.stioally mockling cmalogy-making on a highly idealized tabldop
The Tabletop project is concerned with developing a computer program
to do these sorts of trivial-seeming analogy problems involving objects on a
coffee house tabletop (not noses or other parts of faces, although that presumably is not a fundamental limitation of the project). As if the project weren't
already trivial-seeming, it is rendered even more so by the fact that in the
computer model, the cups and forks and so on are all idealized; that is, no object
has any idiosyncratic distinguishing properties above and beyond its location
on the table and its category membership. Thus, whereas real coffee cups come
in various shapes and sizes and often have fancy designs and slogans printed on
tl1em that can refer to any imaginable aspect of tlle real world, a cup in the
Tabletop domain is simply a cup and nothing more - it is shapeless, sizeless,
and decoration-free. Similarly austere conventions hold for all other objects in
the Tabletop domain. Thus we are dealing with such a bar~bones domain that
on one level, it cannot help but give an impression of triviality.
On the other hand, the i'latobet" - that is, the Tabletop domain's list or
"alphabet" of abstract Platonic categories- is fairly rich in structure. Thus, for
instance, Platonic "plate" and Platonic "saucer" are conceptually quite close,
since plates and saucers are round and are used for putting objects OJ); on tlle
other hand, in tlle absence of extreme contextual pressures, both concepts are
very far from "salt shaker". This is explicitly put into the program. Another
concept that is fairly close to "saucer" is "cup", but tlley are close in a different
way- tl1eir closeness comes from tlle fact that cups are used witll saucers. There
is a fairly intricate web of such interrelationships crisscrossing tlle Platobct.
Although tlle amount of information contained in tllis web is by no means huge
(perhaps two pages' worth of text) , it adds a degree of complexity and subtlety
to tlle domain tllat might not be appreciated at first.
Also contributing to tlle project's non triviality is the fact tllat each different
table situation evokes a unique constellation of interacting mental pressures.
By "tweaking" a given table situation one way and tllen another, one can subtly
manipulate tlle pressures. Whereas in one configuration, touching object X may
seem the best, in a very slight variant of that configuration, the pressures may
have shifted such that object Y now appears better tllan X, and in anomer close
variant, object Z might appear better than botll X and Y. Vast numbers of close
variants of a given problem may be produced by moving an object slightly on
tlle table, by "tweaking" an object's category membership (a glass becomes a
cup, say), by adding or taking away an object on the table, and of course by
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making combinatio ns of several such "tweaks". The space of problems is thus
closely associated with a space of mental pressures, and ultimately, it is these
pressures and their interactions that the Tabletop pr()ject - indeed, that
analogy-making in general- is a ll abo uL
The tangible goal of the project is to build a computer probrr,un Lo do
"pointjng an a logies" in this small domain in a psychologically realistic manner.
This means that to any "Do this!" problem, one or more different an ~•ve rs must
be producible by the probrra rn, but certain a nswers have to be favored above
others, in a manne r clearly reflecting adult human preferences. just how h ard
is it to build such a program , and wha t sho uld be. its underlying principles?
A bruteforce approach to Tabletop analogy problems
A skeptic could argue that iJte number of me ntal pressures in this microworld is so sm a ll that a ra ther simple and mechanical computer pro~,rr.un could
solve all problems easily. The idea would be to exploit the fac t that each specific
attribute of objects o n the table, such as location , category membership, and so
on, gives rise to a specific type of mental pressure. Since there are o nly a few
such attributes, the re are only a few pressures. Thus, just make an algebraic
formula that takes in to account however ma ny pressures there are, giving IJte m
diffe re nt weights. Using this formu la, o ne could quickly select the "winning"
object, and IJtat's aliiJtere is to it.
Let us spe ll out this argument a bit mo re carefully. Since each o bject on a
coffeeh o use table h as only a few significant attributes- the category to wh ich it
belongs (e.g., "cup", "fo rk", "salt shaker", etc.), its location on the table, its
orienUJiion, its owner, and its spatial neighbors- it wo uld see m next to u·ivial to
characterize any object fully. Choose the object you want to characterize,
sequentially list the values o f each of these atu·ibutes, and presto! - you have a
complete dossier for the o bject. Given this standard way of re presenting a ll
objects, it would seem to be a piece of cake to select the winner (or the top
co ntende rs) in a proble m wherein H enry touches o ne object and Eliza m ust
"do the same thing". To each object's dossier one could simply apply a standard
a lgebraic formu la , which would nume rically rate the object fo r similarity to the
touched object. The formula would presumably be a weig hted sum of terms,
one fo r each attribute. Then the top-scoring object would be the "winner".
O bviously, adding or dele ting a few attributes or a few obj ect~ wouldn 't make
much of a dill'erence to the feasibility of this strategy.
Such a formulaic approach seems to provide a fittingly uivial solution to what
seems, after all, to be a rather trivial kind of problem. So is this the end of the
story? Of course, the authors believe it is n ot In fact, t.he purpose of this article is
firstly to argue that, given the psychological goals of the Tabletop project, such
an approach is fundamentally misguided, and secondly to him at a contrasting
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architecture - an emergent, stochastic one - that is much more satisfying, in
that it works not only in the Tabletop domain, but also far beyond iL
Ironically, however, the first program written to solve Tabletop prohlems
was a pure brute-force formula-based program of just tJ1e sort described above.
As such programs represent the diametric opposite of our philosophy, we shall
henceform refer to the actual one we created (or to any similar formula-based
program) as a "Potelbat" ( "tabletop" backwards). All th e argumen L~ tJ1at we shall
present below against the relevance of a Potclbat-type architecrure were known
to us at the time we made our Potelbat, but it just seemed to us that to keep
ourselves h onest, some kind of Potclbat h ad to be acrually realized, so that we
could see how well it worked. We n eed ed, in short, some direct knowledge of
"the enemy". To no one's surprise, our quickly-built Potelbat performed reasonably well on simple Tabletop problems, almough on some trickier ones
(such as are shown in Figures Vlll-7 and VIII-8 on pages 353 and 354, for
e xample) , it did poorly. To be sure, we could have added on more mechanisms
and worked at runing me many inte rnal parameters of our Potelbat so mat it
would do we11 on those problems too, but from our point of view, doing so would
have been a waste of valuable time.
Why developing a brute{orce program wqu/d miss the point

Development of a "perfect" Potelbat would totally miss the fundamental
pw·pose of me Tabletop pr~ject - why it was thought of in the first place. It
would be a little like spending years and years on developing a chess-playing
program (as well as super-fast special-purpose hardware to run it on), and finally
having one's program defeat a11 human (and computer) rivals, m us gaining the
title of World Ch ess Champion. This would be an admirable achievementindeed, it seems a good bet that the designers of Deep Thought or perhaps some
riv-al team will carry it oiT in the next few years- but it would reveal noming
about how people play chess. What it wollld reveal is an unanticipated property of
the formal domain of chess itself - namely, mat it is sma11 enough to be
conquered by brute-force techniques. This is someming mat few people would
h ave suspected 50 or even 20 years ago, and so there is con siderable intellectual
interest to m e act of ~debu nking" or "trivializing" chess in this way. On the other
hand, a similar "trivialization" of the Tabletop domain would surprise no one
- it was deliberately created as a microdomain. The purpose of our computermode ling project is not, a la Deep Thought. to "conquer" the domain; railier,
me idea is to use me domain as a laboratory in which to study general
mechanisms of fluid analogy-making, whatever me domain. To us, any architecrure designed to solve problems in ilie Tabletop domain should be evaluated
wim me question of generality, or perhaps we should say generaliz.ability, in mind.
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Generality: the fondament41 goal of the Tabletop project
Our goal in Tabletop and related projects has been to develop a program
that behaves uinteiJigcntly" or "reasonably" in a small domain, and whose basic
archi tecture is highly general, in the sense that it bears few traces of the
idiosyncratic domain in which it actually functions. Such a program, if realized,
could be adapted without serious trouble from one domain to another. It would
be of interest not so much because of its domain-specific power, but because of
its general mechanisms. .
It is interesting and challenging for us to confront the skeptic's question,
"But how is your admittedly admirable goal of generality, adaptability, and so on
any differelll from the proclaimed goal of software companies that develop
expert~-ystem shells? Don' t they use exactly the same kind of phrases to describe
what they are doing?" We do not have a precise answer to this question, and yet
we feel a million miles away from such groups in philosophy. Whereas expert·
system-shell developers seem to fmd even the largest of real-world domains to be
rather tame beasts that readily fit into predefined frameworks, we seem, witl1oUL
even trying, to constantly nm into what we consider to be truly wild problems in
even the smallest of microdomains. It is an amazing contrast of attitudes.
Our attitude has led us to attempting to model wncepts and their inter·
relationships in a psychologically realistic way, and we see no way to do this other
than in very stripped-down domains. As outsiders, we guess that high-level
expert-system performance in non-stripped-down domains must be dependent
on particularities of those domains, much as the spectacular success of chessplaying programs turns out to depend on the unexpected computer-tractability
of the game of chess itself. By conuast, the game of Go has not yielded to
computerization to any significant degree. Some real-world domains are more
tractable, like chess, and some are less so, like Go; finding out which is the case
is not a fund amental discovery about intelligence, but simply a discovery about
the particular domains in question, and about the kinds o f questions one is
asking in them. In conclusion, we admit to not really knowing the full an~;wer
to this skeptical question, but we suspect it has to do with what kinds of questions
one considers worth answering, and what one considers to be an adequate level
of performance.
In any event, in our attempt to design a very general analogy-making
architecture, we felt that it was necessary to constantly jump back and forth in
our minds between several rather different potential domains, even while
developing a specific program in a specific domain. Such mental juggling of
domains is a "keep 'em honest" exercise- that is, its aim is to ensure that the
central mechanisms of one's developing program do not wind up depending
on any special properties of its specific domain. H the mental juggling is done
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properly, although the final program itself will ultimately work in just one
domain, its principles will be abstract and general: valid for many domains.
In the case of Tabletop, one of the most obvious features of its specific
domain is iL<; tiny size, and so we felt it was crucial to keep in mind not just some
other microdomains, but also some larger, real-world domains, as theoretical
alternate domains. Our prime concern was that the Tabletop architecture
should srole up to much larger domai~s- that is, that it should be designed in
such a way that it intrinsically circumvented all the various causes of combinatorial explosion. Much of what we describe below, therefore, focuses on the
sources of combinatorial explosion and the radical difficulties they pose to the
designers of an analogy-making program.

Analogy Problems In Scaled-up Domains
Kenya is rtlfritlly eaming a repuwtion
as the HoUywood of Africa.
-article in an airline mag-.tZine
Tabletop gm mentaUy scaled up to global proportions
We feel that the kind of mental domainjuggling described above is a very
important aspect of the Tabletop project. One cannot really understand the
project without considering its relationship to the scaled-up alternate domains
that we kept in mind (and there were quite a few). In what follows, we shall
therefore present and analyze in detail one particular alternate domain - a
much larger one than the Tableworld- and we shall even describe the route
by which we came to this alternate domain.
It is critical, however, to begin our discussion by emphasizing that by
udomain", we do not mean a single isolated real-world analogy, such as the
analogy between the solar system and the hydrogen atom, or the analogy
between heat flow and liquid flow (two of the analogies most studied in recent
years). Focusing on a single isolated example (such as either of these) does not
allow one to make a comparison with a host of slight variants in which diverse
mental pressures are brought to bear in different proportions. We strongly
believe that it is only when one looks at a problem together with its khalo" of
variant problems that one can come to understaJld what makes one mapping
appealing and another one not. For this reason, then, we feel it is essential to
focus on a domain that is chock-full of analogy problems that fonn a kind of
tight web, so that every problem is surrounded by a halo of closely-related
problems.
We now explain our route to a particularly challenging (and amwing)
alternate domain. We were struck by the "tit for tat" feel of what goes on in
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Tabletop's ~oo this!" analogies. The whole thing felt somehow like: a type of
retaliation. This abstract idea brought to mind a number of concrete real-world
retaliation scenarios, all of them in the following vein. A war breaks out between
California and Indiana over the former's attempt to divert rrun clouds from
soggy Indiana to the parched San Joaquin Valley. Unfortunately the conflict
goes nuclear, and California oblitenues Bloomington. The war council in
Indianapolis, wishing to be appropriately punitive but not to risk further
escalation, must then decide what Californian entity to annihilate in retaliation .
Thus - what is the Bloomington of California?
Given the size of the act of aggression committed by California, it would
be nonsense to blast Los Angeles, a city with a population over 100 times that
of Bloomington. Attacking San Diego would be preclud ed because of its
world-famous zoo. And detonating an H-bomb in the Pacific so as to cause a
tidal wave to destroy Carmel would be m led out because an attack mo unted o n
that jewel of a city would be likely to enrage Californians to a too-risky degree.
Mter some consideration, then , the war council might reason that the Hoosier
Armed Forces would best achieve ~the same result" not by d estroying a city, but
by offering all the migrant workers in California one dollar an ho ur more to
come and work in Indiana.
Although the above example is obviously facetious, many real battlefield
si tuations are, in fact, decided on the basis of precisely this kind of "What is the
Bloomington of California?" reasoning. It often happens, for example, that a
coun try wishes to retaliate for some belligerent act on the pan of one of its
neighbors but has no desire to open the door to full-scale war. This tit-for-tat
strategy of retaliation "in proportion to" the oribrinal aggression requires the
retaliating party to find and attack ~the same" target as the one attacked.
One does not have to look far for examples of this: a bomb, presumably
of Libyan origin, explodes in a discotheque in Germany, killing an American
soldier. The U.S. retaliates in a presumably proportional manner by carrying
out a pinpoint bombing raid on Tripoli . For years, incidents alo ng the vast
border between China and the Soviet Union were settled in this tit-for-tat
manner. And of course we all have nostalgic memories of the Cold War, in
which on one day, an American journalist is accused of spying and expelled
from the Soviet Union, and the next day, allegedly by pure coincidence, three
low-level Soviet delegates to the United States are told to leave.
International analogies are of great impor-t and influence, far beyond the
cases where a country is looking to retaliate for some act of aggression against
itself. Consider, for instance, what happens when a conflictsuddenly flares up in
some unexpected portion of the world. As soon as this happens, every noninvolved
country, no matter how far away, is forced to scrutinize the conflict for possible
resemblances to its oum situation, and then must take a stand according to any
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analogies perceived - and the stronger the analogy, the more compelling the
argwnent. If a country's stance concerning another country's behavior is inconsistent with its own behavior in an obviously analogous siruation, it runs the risk
of appearing hypocritical in the court of world opinion, and thus undermining
the legitimacy of its own behavior. A sufficiently blatant analogy will override any
other pressures, including prior ideological commiunents.
To make all this more concrete, take the case of Greece during the
Falkland Islands conflicL One would think that this rather poor and backward
third-world-leaning, socialist-oriented nation would have instantly sided with
poor, bad..-ward, underdeveloped Argentina when the latter tried to reclaim the
insignificant Is/as malvinas, right off its coast, from the clutches of the rich,
industrialized, right-wing, anachronistically colonial, and- most important of
all - enormously distant nation of Great Britain. And yet no. The Greeks were
in fact staunchly in solidarity with the British on this issue. Why? Because
Greece's position vis-d-vis the Falkland Islands conflict could hardly be determined without taking into account the blatantly obvious existence, to the world
community, of "the Falkland Islands of Greece ~ - namely Cyprus, an island to
which Greece lays claim but that is in fact much closer to another country
(Turkey) that also claims sovereignty over it. Given this obvious analogy in the
eyes of the world, how could Greece conceivably have sided with Argentina, no
matter how much it would have liked to do so for other reasons? It had to side
with Britain, because siding with Argentina over the Falklands would have been
so analogous to siding with Turkey over Cyprus that doing so would have totally
undermined whatever legitimacy Greece's cla ims to Cyprus may have.
In summary, analogy is a pervasive and hugely potent, even though often
covert and denied, force throughout international affairs. Indeed, for a nalogous reasons, analogy plays an analogous role in interpersonal affairs, but that
is another story. Let us return to analogical thought as a strategy for determining retaliation.
"BattleOp" seemed a fitting name for a retaliation algorithm that, given any
act of military aggression, scanned not only the surface of the earth but indeed
the entire repertoire of political options, searching not only for the optimal pwce
to respond, but also for the optimal action to take. Obviously the number of true
historical situations of this sort is very large- and when one expands the domain
to include hypothetical scenarios ofall sorts (or evenjust mildly "tweaked" versions
of true historical incidents), the domain becomes astronomical in size. (What
should President Clinton have done if ex-president George Bush, on a visit to
Kuwait, had been injured by Iraqi agents? What if Dan Quayle had gone along
and been hit in the face by a gooey cream pie intended for Bush?) Indeed, the
main p roblem with the BattleOp domain is that it is too huge and open-ended to
contemplate- BattleOp is Tabletop scaled up with a vengeance.
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Thus in the end, we were led to trying to scale dowtl the Ba uJcOp domain
in order to come up with an intermecliau.~sized domain that on th e o ne hand
was fairly simple to think aboul, but on the other hand was clearly a full-fledged
real-world domain, filled to the brim with challen~;ing analogy pual<'s. At some
point we realized that the class of puzzles we were looking for had been tacitly
suggested when we asked the very first BatLieOp question, ~\\'hat is th e Bloomington of California?~
BattleOp, in turn, gets cut down to reasonable proportions
What, indeed, is the Bloomington of California? Readers are encouraged
to take a few moments to consider their own reactions to Ll1is particular question
-not just what their final answer is, but what ideas (e wn if silly) come to mind
along tile w·ay, and in what order. This puzLie is of course a specific question of
the general form ''What is the A ofY?" with A being a geogr-aphical e ntity such
as a city or mountain range, and Ybeing a geographiral regio n such a~ a state
or country. Thus a shivering Siberian contt•mplating emigration to the Great
Plains of the United States might worriedly inquire, "But what is the Ob o f
Nebraska?" Knowing, of course, that the Ob is the mighty river traversing
Siberia, any red-blooded Nebra.skan would proudly re ply, ~h e Platte, o f
course!'' Because of this classic example (Belpatto, 1890) , such geographical
analogy questions have traditionally bee n called "Oh- Plane puu les", and we
shall not disrespect that worthy tradition.
It is perhaps too ambitious to dea l with tile vast vari ety o f types of
geographical features, such as lakes, forests, glaciers, islands, cities, airports,
national parks, and so on. Thus one furth er domain simplificatio n seemed
reasonable: the restriction of A-values to no thing hut cities. H owever, even
under this restriction, the variety of Ob-Platte puzzles remains e normous, as
the following sampler shows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the Athens of Georgia?
What is the West Point of Maryland?
What is the Hobart of India?
What is the Colombo of Australia?
What is tile Colombo of Greenland?
What is the Tijuana of Texas?
What is the Calcxico of California?
What is the CaJexico of Mexico?
What is the Mexicali of Mexico?
What is the MexicaJi of Michigan?
What is the New York City of Connecticut?
What is the New York City of New York City?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the Newark of Delaware?
What is the Toronto of Uruguay?
What is the Honolulu of Oklahoma?
What is the Ho llywood of Africa?
What is the Carmel of Indiana?
What is the Gettysburg of Hawaii?
What is the Kansas City of Missouri?
What is the PitL~burgh of the Midwest?
What is the Pittsburgh of the East?
What is the Vatican City of Indiana?

Figure Vlll-4 shows o ne possible answer to the first puzzle in this IisL Our
answer to the last of these puzzles is perhaps worth discussing brielly. The tiny
country of Vatican City, seat of world Catholicism, is completely surrounded by
Rome, the capital of Italy. h s main edifice and only genuine attraction is Saint
Peter's cathedral, a huge construction. People refer to "Roman Catholicism"
e\•en though the Holy See is, strictly speaking, "outside" of Rome. Analogously,
the mall town ofSpeedway,lndiana, site of the world-famous Indianapolis 500,
is completely surrounded by lndian apolis, the capital of Indiana. Its main
edifice and only gen uine attraction is the lndian apolis Racetrack, a huge
construction. People refer to "the Indianapolis 500" even though the great race
is, strictly speaking, "outside" of Jndianapolis. One could even look upon
America's love affair with cars as the counterpan of Italy's relationship with
Catholicism, though this might seem a bit forced. ln any case, Spced·way is a
very strong, if somewhat obscure, answer to the pume.
Some Ob-Piatte problems seem to have strong, almost perfect, answers
like this, while most of course do not, but in any case, suggested answers are all
instances of a gen eral class of analogies that might be called "supertranslations".
A supertranslation is an analogy of the fom1 "X is the A ofY", which implicitly
refers to a role that A plays relative to some unmentioned but presumably
obvious entity B. Using the traditio nal sibrns denoting proportionality, one can
write, "A: B ::X: Y". By leaving out two e lements of a full supertranslation and
asking "What is the A of Y ?~. o n e can turn it into a riddle. In this article, we
will mostly concentrate on a very special class of geographical supertranslation
riddles - namely, Ob-Platte problems in which A is a city or town and Y is a
state of the United States.
Are Ob-Pkltte frw:%ks about analogicol mapping or arwlogicol retrievalI

At first glance, Ob-Platte puzzles seem very much like Tabletop analogy
problems, just in a much larger domain. Specifically, both types of problem
involve focusing on a designated region- California (say), or Eliza's side of
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the table - and "touching" an object in it that plays the role of an alreadytouched object in a different region. Despite this, one could object that the
resemblance, while fairly strong, masks a more fundamental difference: in
Table LOp, one is concerned with two situations ~sent in their m tinties before
one's eyes, and the task is merely to map these situations o nto each other,
whereas in an Ob-Platte puz:t.lc, the two "situations"- the large geographical
regions containing the source and target cities- are not perceptually av.tilable
in 1heir entireties, but instead lie lnrgtly dnmwr1l in mnnory', and the task is to
retrieve from memory just one i1em, or at most a few items, in the target
situation, rather than to make a full mapping of the two situations onto each
other. Once this has been poimed out, it seems like a significant distinction
between the two types of puzzle. However, is it really that imponant a distinction?
The fact that a situation is perceptually available before one's eyes does
not by any means imply that in the first instant of exposure it will get fully
represented mentally or fully understood. For instance, to relate tu a painting
or a photograph or an electric<ircuit diagram may take anywhere from a few
seconds to many minutes- and often, a page of text is not fuJJy fathomed w1til
on e has read it and 1hought about it, sometimes for hours. Furthermore, in
order to arrive at a similarly rich represen talion of a page of text in a language
one does not know, one would first have to learn the language, which could take
years! GeneraJJy speaking, then, mental absorption of a visual pattern before
one's eyes takes time -even as simple a visual pattern as those in Tablelop
problems. A fuJJ representation of a visual situation is bu ilt up piecemeal, with
various areas proceeding at different rates.
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For a human, the process of perceptually scanning a tabletop situationwhet11er on a real tabletop or in the idealized Tabletop microworld - involves
focusing briefly o n o ne area and the n on another, and having ont:'s attention
gradually drawn in more and more to specific areas. Early on, for instance, one
might casually notice a glass in a remote corner o f the table but pay it little
attention. Then, however, after a cup has been noticed somewhere else, the
overlap of llH: co n cept.~ "c up~ a nd "glass~ may make o ne wish to revisit the
neighborhood of the glass to see how it maps onto the n eighborhood of the cup.
If indeed it turns o ut that these local ncighborhoods map fairly well, the concept
wglass" may at that point become much more salient, which fact will have further
repercussions concerning which further areas of the table arc chosen tO focus on,
and how intensely. Around and around this kind of process goes, causing the
focus of attention of the mind's eye to wander in an erratic but far from arbiu-ary
pad1, wid1 different areas receiving vastly dilTerent levels of interest.
T he upshot of this is that the wall there before your eyes" appearance of
Tabletop proble ms is something of an illusion. In reality, different areas are
"pern:ptually th ere" to diffc H~ nt degrees, ranging from very strong to essentially
zero, a nd moreover tlleir a moum of "thereness" changes over time.
T his becomes particularly important when one remembers that the Tabletop project's purpose is no t merely to study h ow analogies are done o n coffeeho use tabh:tops, but to highlight the l:en tral mecha nisms of analogy-making in
general. In the case of very complex situations, whether they are largely stored
in memot)' or largely perceptually available in fron t of one's eyes, there will be
a strong effect of ~shaded presence'' of different re~;io ns or facets of the
situations involved , a nd there will be a kind of scanning, whether literal or
figu rative, wherein cenain po rtions arc highlighted especially strongly for a
brief rime.
T11is e ffect can certainly be obscrvcd in the Ob-Piatte domain. In particu·
lar, if o ne works on an Ob-Platte problem for a long time, one's mental
attcntion- one's mind's eye- g lides O\'er a kind of mental map in a complex
pattern that is a function both of whe re one has just ~been ~ on the map, and of
the desirable c riteria fo r a candidate town that are curre ntly most active in o ne's
mind. Some town!; drift gradually into tocus while o the rs drift graduaJly out.
The bigger and more complex the situations concerned, the bigger a role will
be played by the phenomenon of shaded presence - and this principle holds
whatever the do main is. (For more on this, see the subsection of Chapter 5
en titled wShades of gray and the mind's eye~.)
In sum , because of the highly selective, dynamic, and focused nature of
perception, Tahletop analogy problems have much more in common with
problems involving selective retrieval of analogues from memOt)' - such as
Ob-Platte puzzles- tha n mig h t be suspected at fir.;t glance.
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Fundamental Obstacles Facing a Formula-based Architecture
A brote{orce approach to Ob-Pfatte pw:z~n
Now that we have described a scaled-up domain that can serve as a
conu-asting point of reference for the T able to p domain , let us carefully consider
what types of challe nges a bnne-force, formula-based approach would e ncounte r in this domain. Then we will carry the lessons learned back into the Tabletop
domain.
By d eti nitio n, a brute-force, formula-based approach to solving Ob-Platte
puzzles would require th e prior establishmen t o f ( 1) a context-independent and
fixed data base of cities, and (2) a context-independent and fixed list of critl!ria
that could be used to characte rize cities and towns, and that could be applied
in a mecha nical way to any city in the program's data base. Given such a
pre-existent criterion list and data base, the n as soon as the specific values of A
and Y had been set - in the specific puzzle, to MBloomington " and "Califo rni a•
- the strategy for finding a solution wo uld presumably consist of the fo llowing
steps:

Step I:
Step 2:
Ste p 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Run down the a prwri list of city-characterization criteria a nd
characterize the "source town " A according to each of them.
Retrieve an a priori list o f "target towns" inside target region
Y from the data base.
For each retri eved targe t to wn X, run down the a priori list of
city-characterization criteria again, calculating X's numerical
degree of match with A for every cri terio n in the list.
Fo r each target town X, sum up the po ints generated in Step
3, possibly using a priori weigh ts, thus a llowing som e criteria
to lx: counted m ore heavily than others.
Locate the target town with the highest overall rating as
calculated in Ste p 4, and pro pose it as "the A o fY".

Any plausible a priori list of city-characterization criteria would be long.
How would it look? Presumably, among the mo re heavily-weighted criteria
would be items of the following sort (proposed in descending order of weight,
very roughly):
•
•
•
•
•
•

the population of the candida te town ;
the physical geography (i.t., proximity to hills, forests, rivers, lakes, etc.);
site of an important historical event;
the average income of the r esidents;
characteristic architectural style;
the climate;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the racial/ ethnic mixture of the population;
the political environment (i.~.• conseJVative, liben•l, etc.);
having a stJ·iking name (e.g., "Truth or Consequences");
the distance from the nearest large metropolis;
the crime rate;
site of a famous natural disaster;
presence of sports teams;
home of a famous company;
site of a military installation;
presence of heavy induSI.J")';
presence of light indusi.J")';
presence of major museums o r orch estras;
presence of a university;
birthplace of a celebrity.

Obviously, this is not the full list- indeed, there is no precise •full list"but it gives a sense for what rypes of a prim criteria one might feel are reasonable.
Clearly it is a far longer list than the corresponding list for the Tabletop domain,
which consisted ofjust a handful of aspects for each table object. Each of these
many geographical criteria, however, plays a pressure-generating role similar to
those played by location and category membership for table objects.
Exhaustive search is deeply wrong

Imagin e you arc developing a computer pmgnun Lo solve Ob-Piatte
puzzles in a formula-based mold. Imagine further that your model 's skill, as well
as its psychological realism, will be put to the test by Lhrowing it a series of•curve
balls~ iL has never before encoun tered. Your task is of course to tl)' Lo draw up
as complete a geographical data base and lisJ._ of city-characterization criteria as
you can, in order LO handle all the weird kinds of curves that might geL thrown
at you. What kinds of difficulties would you have Lo anticipate? Here is the first
of a series of difficulties to be considered.
Difficulty 1: It is psychologically unrealistic to explicitly consider all

the towns one knows in a given •·egion in order to come
up with a reasonable answer.
lt is clear that people, in order to come up with a Californian counterpart
to Bloomington, Indiana, don't apply a battery of tests to each and every one of
the several tl1ousand towns in California. One obvious reason is tl1at practically
nobody's mind con tains that long a list of towns, or anything approaching it in
size. Even a long-time California resident is unlikely to know more than a few
hundred California lOWllS. No one, no matter what the size of their mental
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gazetteer, be it of le ng th 15 or leng th 300, runs down the whole thing in onier
to come up with a Californian counterpan to Bloomington. ln faCL, only a
handful of towns arc likely to be considered before on e of them is proposed.
Then, if one continues to ponder the matter after proposing an initial answer,
still probably fewer than a dozen towns will actually be considered altogether,
even if one knows hundreds of towns in California. It is certainly not necessary
to do extensh•e psychological experim entation Lo make this claim witl1 absolute
assurance.
Could pnmi111J help matters?

The use of a pruning a lgorithm might be proposed, to quickly eliminate
most ci tics in the target area. In other words, briven a source town A and a target
town X, the machine, rather than appl)-ing the m tire list of criteria to X, could
r un down the list of criteria one by o ne, and as soon as a single criterion on m e
list was not met sufficiently well, town X would be rejected without any consid·
eration of criteria funher down on the list. We can call mis the S11ap-judgmentrejection method of pruning. In the case of our puzzle, this would mean tllat
target towns Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Francisco would instanlly be
rejected for being "too big"; Peanut, Igo, and Ono for being "too smaJI"; Death
Valley .Junction for being "too dry" and Truckcc for being "too high"; Pacific
Palisades and Carmcl for being "too aillucnt"; Vacaville, Calexico, and Yreka
for "having no university"; and so on.
The snaJ>:judgmen t-rejection me thod of pruning will certainly he somewhat more efficient, but does that make it any more psychologically realistic?
Not really; after all, it still requires at least /JrUf explicit consideration of every
single town on m e list, which from a cognitive point of \-lew is still nonsense.
Aside from the fact that it explicitly considers far too m any candidate
towns, tlle snap-judgment-rejection metllod of pruning has anotl1er problem
- namely, it seriously risks throwing the proverbial baby out with m e batl•water.
That is, a superb candidate town may be rejected for trivial reasons, simply
because of literal·mindedness. For example, suppose mat, un like California,
rarget state Y consists mostly of small farming communities w:im a handful of
larger towns distributed here and there, but mere is simply no medium-sized
town with a university. In rhe town of Smimvillc, however, there is a large and
nationally famous dental school "-im a beautiful wooded campus, limestone
buildin gs, and roughly as many dental students as there are students at Indiana
University in Bloomington. It sounds like a very good candidate - but is a
dental school a university?
Of course not! Therefore, according to me criterion "presence of a
university", Smith\~lle would have to be mercilessly pruned from the list. This
would h appen even if Smithvillc had a population of 50,000 and an annual
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bicycle race and ·was located in hilly, wooded surroundings; even if it had a
popular bar named Nick's and the "townies" spoke with a slight drawl. It
wouldn't matter how many ways Smithville and Bloomington resembled each
other; if "presence of a unive rsity" is interpreted rigidly, Smithville would be
out, period. And conversely, University City, the home of a tiny and fundamentalist Christian university awarding degrees only in "creation science", would
remain in the running.
Another complexity invo lves the hypothetical town of Oral City, a kind of
splice of Smithville ami University City. Let us suppose that Oral City has both
a famous and large de ntal school and a tiny and insignificant fundame ntalist
Christian university. Clearly, the only way that Oral City maps well onto Bloomingto n invoh•es mapping Indiana University not onto the Christian university
but o nto the dental sch ool. However, a literal-minded program that worked by
sorting towns according to strict criteria such as listed above would have no
chance of spotting this resemblance. This raises the critically important issue
that what really matters in analogical mapping is not literal similarity, hut
some thing far more intangible - similarity in spirit.

Shades ofgray are needed -but they quickly leadJar outside the domain
The discussion above reveals the criticali ty, in analogy-making, of n ot
being tricked by rigid categories and of respecting the many shades of gray that
make up real-world situations. For instance, rigid categories could lead to
Oakland getting rejected as "the ewark of northcm California" because the
psycho logical proximity of the concepts bay and riven'>'a~ not recognized, or to
Annapolis getting rejected as "the West Point of Maryla nd" because the similarity between the Navy and the Army was not recognized.
The only way arou nd this problem is to give the progTam the ability to
judge afJIJroximate ma tches. This, however, opens a Pandora's Box. Specifically,
it req uires an ability to judge cana>ptual similaritifs betwee n aspects of the source
and target towns, which is no more and no less than an ability to do analogies.
We can articulate this as fo llows:
Difficulty 2:

Comparison of a target town and a source town according
to a specific city-characterizatio n criterion is n ot a hardedged mechanical task, but rathe r, can itself con sti tute
an analogy problem as complex as the original top-level
puzzle.

ote that an a ppeal to the technique of recursion will n ot work h e re, because
the ~subprobl e ms" engendered will be of roughly the same complexity as the
original problem, and are likely to be many in number, to boo t. Jn o the r
words, the original a nalogy problem could e ngender a host of equally diffi cult
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ana logy p roblem s, which in tu rn could e ngender yet furthe r o nes, a nd so o n .
Furthe rmo re, these secondary and tertiary (etc.) analogy pro ble ms arc no t
the mselves geographiral in nature, and can involve co n ccpL~ in arbitrarily
far-removed a reas o f knowled ge. This m ea ns tha t, contrary to o ne's initial
impression, the Ob-Pla llc domain is n ot eve n close to be ing self-<:ontaincd .
We shall come back to thi s m a u e r in a mo mcnl.

Tryiri{J to capture the "essence" of a toum
We now turn to ano th er diiliculty, wh ich will turn o ut to be closely re lated
lO the problem of approximate m atch es and the pro liferation of spun-oiT
analogy proble m s.

Dif.ficu/Jy 3: T here will always be source towns A whose "essence" that is, set o f most salient characteristics - is no t captured by a g iven fix ed list of city-charac terization criteria.
T ake Bloomington , India na. Wh at is its essence? Man y people wo uld say
t.ha t lllo omingto n 's biggest yearly event is the Little 500, a bicycle r.tcc that has
been held tlte re since the fifties. Th e fa me of this event has spread we ll beyond
the confines of India na. A na tionally-acclaimed movi e, RreakinK Awa)', was eve n
mad e about the Little 500. In many people's m inds, then , tltat bicycle race is
the defining feature - the qui n tessence - ofBloo mington, Indiana. However,
in drawing up the a priori list o f crite ria, unless o ne had anticipated this
particular idiosyn crasy of this particular town, it is m ost unlikely t.hat o ne wo uld
have tlwug ht of including "has a major an nual a mate ur bicycle race". After all ,
the list o f criteria is not supposed to be aboutsolving the pa rticular puzzle "\Vha t
is tl1c Bil;orninJ.,r ton of California?" o r even tlte mo re general questio n ''What is
the Bloomington o f state Y ?"; th e list's purpose is to e nable a m achine to find
the co unterpart of an)' town in a ny state.
lf features like t11e Little 500 arc considere d idiosyncratic and left o ut o f
the list of u itcria. the n serious pro blems are liable to ensue. For instance, the
hypo the ti ca l totally a nti-intellectual li ttle logging town of Bikeville, Californ ia
might h ave a well-known a nnua l bike race a nd the people of the area mig h t all
com e o u t to wa tch it and celebra te aftenvards. T o som e peo ple, Bikeville and
Blooming to n wo uld tlws share F.ssn1u, and differ me rely on the surface. Thus if
o n e wishes o ne 's probrrarn to be able to propose Bikeville as a candidate fo r "the
Rl oornington o f Califo rnia", the n it will he necessary to in cl ude "has a major
annual ama teur bicycle nt ce~ o n the a priori list.
ecdless to say, Blooming to n has m ore th an o ne cla im to fa m e. Consider
the fact tha t, thanks to the Indi ana University men 's baske tball team and iLS
no to rio us coach Bobby Knight, Bloornin)!;10n is basketball-crazy. Certainly in
the minds of m an y spo rtS fa ns, this fac t constitutes Bloomingto n 'se en ce. This
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strongly suggesL~ that "enthusiasm for college basketball" o ught to be included
on the a priori list of city-characterization criteria. Otherwise, one again runs
the risk of the list's not being rich enough to capture the essence of the source
town.
Some other salient facets of Bloomington are the following: Indiana
University has the biggest and one of the best music schools in America.
Bloomington was once selected as an All-Am erica City, and is the national center
for the Children's Organ Transplant A~sociation, as well as the site of the main
plant for the famous Otis Elevator Factory. In addition, Bloomington is the town
where Crest toothpaste was invented, and the town where Hoagy Carmichael
wrote the song "Stardust~. One could go on and on. Each of these unexpected
and noteworthy idiosyncrasies seems to require a new line to be added to the
list of city-characterization criteria. And unfortunately, virtually every town in
America has its own idiosyncrasies that play an important role in defining its
essence ("site of a phonograph museum"; "named after a famous outJaw"; "site
of a giant roadside coffeepot"; "site where ten old Cadillacs are buried in the
ground with their fins sticking up"; "site of a famous Civil War battJe"; "highest
point in t11e state"; "birthplace of sitcom star X"; and so on), and each of these
idiosyncrasies cries out to be added to an a lready-burgeoning lisL When one
considers the vast diversity of cities, it seems as if the a priori list of citycharacterization criteria will have to contain an incredibly large number of
items, most of which will be totally irrelevant to all but a few towns.
Analogy problems at all levels - the nightmare of a potentially infinite regress
Despite its daunting size, we shall assume that a high-quality list of criteria
for characterizing cities has been drawn up, and we shall press on with the
analysis of further difficulties- this time difficulties involving the comparison
of a candidate town X with the source town A.
Consider the hypothetical California towns ofTrikeville and Scooterville,
which sponsor, respectively, an annual tricycle race and an annual scooter race.
A literal-minded program could not recogniw any similarity between them and
Bloomington on the basis of the races that they sponsor, despite the fact that
to a human, the similarity is glaring. The problem is, in a nutshell, iliat we are
dealing with similarity rather than idmtityalong a specific conceptual dimension.
Once again, we are back to Difficulty 2 - the fact that an analogy-making abili ty
seems to be required even to make a comparison between two towns along one
single conceptual dimension.
Someone might suggest that this obstacle could be overcome by using
broad criteria rather than narrow ones- thus, for instance, instead of a narrow
criterion that ays "h as a major annual amateur hicycle race", one might use t11e
much broader whas a major ath le tic event on a regular basis". Of course, for this
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su-ategy to be usable, the program would n eed t.he ability to classify instanus of
general categories- such as the fact that "bicycle r.tn:", •tricycle race", and
"scooter race" arc all rnt:mbers of the category "athletic e\·enC. T his in itself is
a no n trivial task, but we will le t that slide, because o ur main point is that using
broad rat her than narrow criteria leads to its own truly severe prohlems.
What if Balloonville, California has an annual balloon race? To a h uman,
this might map r.tther well onto Blooming to n 's annual bike race, but is a balloon
race an ~athleti c event"? Few people wou ld o priori classify it as such. This means
that the already-broad category might have to be made yet broader, in order for
it w catch Balloonville in its net. But unfortunately, the broader the category
becomes, the vaguer it becomes as well. Even the category as it stands - "athletic
event"- doesn ' t give any advantage to Bikevi lk, which, like Bloomingto n, has
a bicycler.tce, over Trikeville and Scooterville, which do n ot. If the category were
broad ened out even furt her so as to allow a match between Blooming-ton and
Balloonville, then Bikeville would have n o ad\".tntage over Balloonville, which
seems absurd. In short, tlw hroader the criterion, the looser the resemblances
that qualify under it, meaning that no advantage is given to tight resemblance .
The complexities are starting to be staggering, but someone mig ht still
propose that all these difficulties could be handled by having, for each concepLUal dimension , a rangl'ofcriteria having differing d egrees of precision, something like a series of con cenu·ic circles in conceptual space. Po ims would be
awarded for matching with respect to any of these cri te ria - that is, for heing
inside each circle -so that closer matches would get many more points. For
instance, Blooming to n 's Little 500 might be categori:r.erl simul taneously under
the labels "bike race ", "r.tn:", "athletic event", and a number of o thn labels.
Under this system, Bikeville would get more point~ than Scooterville. and
Scooterville would get mon· poinL~ than Balloonville, but Balloonvil k would
still get some points.
The problem is still that on<: would have to make an enormous nurnhcr of
a fniori d ecision s abou t categories, motiva ted by trying to guess what kinds of
unanticipated "curve ba lls~ might ge t thrown a t one's program. Fm· instance.
how should on e code the fact that Crest toothpaste was invented in Bloom·
ing ton? Just ca tegori.~:in g the concept of Crest a Io n<' is complicated enough.
Should it be listed unrler "oral-hygiene pro duct"? What about the town where
Ivory Soap was invented ? lvorySoap doesn ' t satisfy I his description, yet the town
probably ought to be awarded some po ints. So we wou ld need to list C:rest as a
"bo dil)'-hygie ne product" as we ll. And of course we wo uld want Crest described
as a ''wel l-known consumer product". However , wou ldn't Chevrolct also match
this? Ilow do we get rid of that? And should Crest be listed as a "product sold
in tubes"? How big do the tubes h ave to be to count as a good match ? Shouldn 't
squeez.ab~ tubes get extra points? 1\nt let's move o n.
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How do you encode the fact that Hoagy Cannichael wrote "Stardust" in
Blooming ton? There are many ways of pe rceiving this. One would have to try
to think of them all in advance. How do you code the fact that the movie Breaking
Away was made in (and about) Bloomington? Could it map onto the fact of
making a book in (and about) some town? \'\'hat about a poem? What about a
song? What if the song "New York, New York" was written in New York City?
Does that map well onto the writing of "Stardust" in Bloomington ? How do you
code the fact that Bloomington is th e national ccntcr for the Children's Organ
Transplam Association? What kinds of organizations are good counterparts to
this on e? Any childre n-oriented organization ? ·w hat about Boys Town, Nebraska? Any health-oriented organization? What about the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta? To do justice to these feantres of Blooming ton would
require giving each feature dozens, possibly hundreds, of different characterizations of various degrees of sharpness, and with many types of overlap and
redundancy, so as to allow matches with all sorts of unanticipated towns with all
sorts of unanticipated feantres.
Town names a ion£ ronstitute a bottomless barrel of W01711S
One potential factor we haven 't considered yet is the simple property of
resemblance of names. It so happens that between Los Angeles anrl San Bernardino there is an obscure little town called "Bioomington". Even if this
Bloomington h as little e lse in common with Indiana's Bloomington, its name
alone would certainly make it a far better candid ate for "the Bloomington of
California" than a similar California town named , say, "Uxhaha". All of a
sudden, then, this suggests that name identity would he a sensible criterion to
include on the a pri()ri list.
But once we have opened the door to name identity, we find that it is yet
anotJ1er Pa ndora's Box. For example, suppose m ere were a town whose name
had a slightly different spe lling - say, "Bioomingtown ", "Biumingto n ",or even
"Blossom ton ~. Certainly this would be almost as good as being named "Bloomington ", whic h shows that name proximity rather than name identity is the proper
criterion to be on our a priori list. But the n one must consider in detail how
point-; should be awarded for pmximity of name. Certainly it is a more complex
matter than just noting a resemblance in spelling. For instance, "Bioodington"
would not be nearly as good as WFlowerville", but to see this requires a non trivial
level of semantic understanding.
Suppose there were a town in California called wPue blo Florido" Spanish for "blooming town~. To someone who knew Spanish, would this fact
not elevate that town's chances of being selected as "the Bloomington of
California", at least to some degree? To concede this point implies, unfortu-
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natcly, that proximity ofmeaning oftranslated 11ame sho uld be included somewhere
o n the a priori list of criteria- perhaps no t n ear the to p, but somewh ere.
And suppose it turn ed o ut that in avajo, the wo rd ''uxh ah a" m ean t "'town
of ma ny blossoms". Fo r a pe rson who knew it, this fa<.:t wo uld he likely to elevate
Uxhaha's chances of being scle<.:tcd as "the Bloo mington of Calilo rnia". Moreover, it sccms that no t just Spanish but even Navajo o ug ht to be includcd in the
a priori List of langtmges in which to look for u-anslatio ns. But if Navaj o ought to
be included , thcn what lang uage could be excluded ? Before this hypo thc tical
cxample \vas raised , it mig ht ha,·e seemed far-fetched to include such factors a
priori, but this makcs clear that o ne couldn' t aflord to dro p them from such a lisL
Or what if there were a town in which there was a university called "Indiana
University"? (This actually is the case to r the town o f Indiana, Pen nsylvania th e site of the university with the unlikely nam e Uindian a University o f Penitsylvania ".) Should th e a priori list of city<ha racted zation crite ria include upresencc in bo th towns o f universities having the same nam e"? An cl wha t if th e nam e
of the second unive rsity was almost the samc - say, "The University of Indian a"?
Sho uld the list include "presence in both towns of u niversitk s having simiwr
nam es"? This wo uld seem absurd, and yet th e e xistence of a "University of
Indiana" in ·om e Califo mia town couldn' thelp but be a strong factor in making
that town a serious conte nd er fo r selection as the Bloomington of Cali1o rnia.
Wha t all this s hows is that Diniculty 2, concerning w fJluring thel'~~sen ce o f
a town , constantly pus hes fo r thc inclusio n o f ever m ore new crite ri a o n th<;
a prio,.i list, and Dinicul ty 3, concerni ng th e ubiquity of similarit)' judgme11ts
rathe r than exact m atc hes, makes us r ealize that each new criterio n added to
the list poses a host of fresh new difficulties in ma king m echa nical p roximi tyj udg me nts. T a ke n togethe r, the pro ble ms suggested by thcse two o bjectio ns
are fo rmidable.

What constitutes a toum?
We now m ove o n to yet an o ther serious problem th at is no t a t a ll a pparent
o n the surface.
Difficult)' 4: What constitutes a "town in region Y" is no t a pri01i evident.
It turns out that the assumption one would te nd to blithely m ake at fi rst
- na me!)', that source town A would have to be mapped to a single town in
regi o n Y- is in fact hig hly dubio us. So me cities, such as Minneap o lis/ St. Pa ul
a nd Dallas/ Fort Wo rth, are really compound e ntities, yeL o nly their compone n ts wo uld be fo und in a gazetteer, since the compo und chunk has o nly an
in fo rmal status. In fact, there are informal chunks with m o re compo ne nts, su ch
as North Car o lina's "Research Trian gle", consisting o f Chapel Hill, Dur ham,
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a nd Raleigh, along with the triangular region they defin e. It would not be hard
to come up with an Ob-Plane puZ7:le in which this informal chunk would be
the best possible answer. Or, for yet more trouble, consider the composite of
Kansas City, Missouri and Kansas City, Kansas, or the unofficial entity known
as the "Quad Cities", consisting of two towns in Iowa (Davenport and Bettendorf) and two in lllinois (Moline and Rock Island). Each of these composite
cities spans state borders, which really blurs matters up. At the other end of
tlte size spectmm, there are relatively well-defined clumps of houses, stores,
and churches that have never been incorporated as towns or cities. Although
su ch conglomerations, large or small, would not appear on any official list of
cities in state Y, they should certainly not be excluded a priori as candidates for
"the A of Y ". Mter all , who knows what A is going to be?
For a simple but telling example of the way that unofficial informal chunks
make matters blurry, consider the trivial-seeming puzzle "What is the New York
City of California?" One is inclined to answer "Los Angeles" without hesitation,
but what would really be meant by tltis? Would one intend precisely tllat area
witllin tlte official municipal boundaries of Los Angeles? Or the greater Los
Angeles area, all the way out to San Bemardino (roughly)? Or some intennediate conglomeration? What would its boundaries be? Perhaps the five largest
cities in the metropolitan area of Los Angeles should be chunked together into
a unit, as this might correspond to the five boroughs of New York? Which one
would be "the Queens of California", which one ''the Brooklyn", which one "the
Staten Island"?
The set of potential entities in California to which Bloomington (or New
York) could be mapped is far from trivially definable. And who would have
suspected, a priori, that o ne day some travel writer would suggest that an entire
cou11try roughly the size of Texas is the prope r African counterpart of a certain
small but glamorous American town (as in the epigraph above, alluding to the
intensity of m ovie-making activities in both places)? Undeniably, putting together a list of all p ossible entities to consider as counterparts of a given entity
is much more difiicult tllan might have been suspected.
Violations of geographical ami conceptual boundaries
All of this might seem bad enough, but there is worse to come. Even tllc
seemingly undeniable assertion that "the Bloomington of California" would
have to be located inside the state of California starts to get shaky when one looks
carefully enough. At first, this claim might seem absurd. The challenge, after
all, is to find "the Bloomington of Califomia". However, does "of" necessarily
mean "in"? For people, state (or country) boundaries arc not inviolable, imp enetrable membranes. In a sufficiently fluid mind, facts can easily "leak over"
state boundaries. For instance, the University of Oregon, because of the very
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high percem age of California res iden L~ in i L~ stude m bod y, is occasio nally
referred to as ~th e Unive rsity of California at Eugene " by stude n ts who attend
it. O f course, this is a jocula r reference. but that fact, combin ed with several
o t11er commo nalities between Eugene and Bloomingto n (such as simila r po pulation, degr ee of i olation , local countrysid e, style of dress, num ber of coffeeho uses, and so o n ), wo uld make Eugene at least a mildly plausible can d idate
fo r ~th e Bloomington of Califo rnia", even if n o t the eventua l winne r.
Perhaps this will .sound incredible to you, but to o ur surprise, o ne India na
University professor, when asked what h e would nominate for ~th e Blooming to n
of California", acLUally suggested Po rtlan d in all seriousn ess. H e argu ed that its
severa l colleges, suc h as Reed College and o thers, mapped well as a g;rrmp o nto
Indiana Un iversity. Whe n it was pointed o ut to him that Portland is in Oregon ,
h e simply shrugged a nd said, "I kno w, I g rew up in Califo rnia , but that's the best
I could do." A town in O regon as •the Bloomingto n of California " may no t work
fo r you, but fo r iliis panicular intelligent, well-info rmed person , it was the to p
c hoice. T his le nds support to o ur con ten tion that o ut-Qf·state answe rs canno t
be ruled out ou t of hand.
In fact, there are occasions wh en the choice of a town n ot in the designated
region is totally convi ncing tO j ust about anyone. Consider th e questio n: "If you
had to choose, which wo uld be th e better Atlantic City of California - Las Vegas
o r Lompoc?" If borders were al....rays invio la te in people's minds, they would
inv-dria bly answer "1-ompoc" wifhqut hesitation because La.s Vegas (gambling
capital of the West in mu ch th e same way as Atlantic City is the gambling capita l
of t11e East) is no t within t11e bord ers of Califo rnia, even though the or~ly tl1ing
that 1-ompoc has going for it is that it is in Califo rnia.
The point can be made even mo re su·ongly. Consider the following
hypothe tical scenario. The re is a little indep endent count ry call ed uevo
Mo naco, five miles o n a side, located in a n e nclave o n the Pacific Coast twenty
mil es south of Los Angeles; the capital of this hypothetical little mo narchy is
m e town o f C iudad Padfica, wo rld-fa mous for its gambling casinos and lavish
e ntertainm en t pa laces. Wo uld lurnpish little Lo rnpoc, located inland and
known only for its prison, still be the be tter choice fo r wAtlantic City of
Califo rnia"?
T he hypothe tical exa mple of uevo Mo naco has a n almost perfect par<~ll cl
in the real world. If one were to ask, ''What is the Atlan tic City of France?", a
large number of people undo ubtedly would answer "Mon aco~. even knowing
full well t11a t Mo naco is no t a city inside Fran ce, but rat11er a n independe nt,
a lbe it small, CQtm t l )' that is n o t in Fran ce, but bo rders it (th e gambling city
within Mo naco is Mo nte Carlo). H o wever, Monaco is wo rld-fa mo us fo r its
casinos, is sma ll e no u gh to be tho ug ht of as a city, a nd , like Atl antic City, is
loca ted o n the sea. \\'hat possible set o f a priori cri teria wo uld allow a computer
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to reply, perfeclly self-confidently, that the counLry of Monaco is wthe Atlantic
City of France"?
Although th e proposal of Eugene a wthe Bloomington of California"
might strain many people's sense of reason, the proposal of Monaco as "the
Atlantic City of France" probably would seem quite reasonable to most people.
Thus these two examples indicate that there is a continuum of plausibility
,~a lues for out-of-region answers, ranging from "very strong" through "weak" to
woutrageous". As we said earlier, one cannot simply dismi!>.~ .the idea out of
hand.
Several of the entries in our list of Ob-Piattc puzzles were intended to
suggest this kind of issue. Take just t.he question "What is the Hobart oflndia?"
We re mind readers that Hobart is the capital of the Ausu·alian state Tasmania,
which is of course an island just south of the main land of Australia. The way
that Tasmania dangles off the bottom of Australia would almost inevitably recall
the way that Sri Lanka dangles off the bottom of India, and so the city of
Colombo would flash to mind almost instanlly - despite the fact that Sri Lanka
is a completely separate counLry from India, whereas Tasmania is an integral
pan of Australia.
Answers oflhis sort remind us a bit of the famous o ld nimxioL<; puzzle. For
readers not acquainted with that warhorse of a puzzle, we restate it here.
"Without lifting your pen from the paper, draw four straight line segments that
pass through all nine dots in a square three-by-three array." (See Figure VIII-5.)
One tries and u·ies to do it and fails; when one is finall y shown the solution, it
turns out to involve lines that go Qtttsid~ the bounds of the threNYJ-three square.
Nothing in the statement of the problem precluded jumping outside the square,
but n othing suggested doing so, either, and one tends to make an extrem ely
hard-to-dislodge default assumption that there is a boundary one cannot cross.
Moreover, not hcing awareofhaving made any such assumption, one has no way
to overturn it, since it is not even psychologically available for consideration as
a bad assumption. A few people, of course, do catch themselves making this
assumption, and once they have recognized it explicitly, it's easy to deliberately
violate it, and doing so leads to a good solution.
In Ob-Piatte puzzles, too, one has an instinctive clcf.tult reflex reaction to
look only inside the named state, and that reaction is similarly harclto dislodge.
In fact, the default of staying in-state is probahly harder to dislodge than the
default of staying in-square in the nine-dots puzzle. Moreover, if you dare to
jump out of the given state's boundaries, then the farther away you go, geographicaUy, from the named state, the more you will experience a twinge - a
kind of self-imposed psychological penalty. Thus Portland, Oregon as an answer
to the puzzle V\'hat is the Rloomington of California?" might be fairly convincing to a few people, but it's hard to imagine that Portland, Maine would ever
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Figure \1/LJ-5. A famous puu.k.

work for anybody. BUl who knows? There might be a way ofjustifying even that
mu<:h of an out-of-state answer.
Local versus locational aspects of a toum
Most of the criteria shown on the suggested list conce.-ned low[ properties
of a town: its population, ethnic make-up, industries, and so on. Local properties involve only the town itself, and not its location. Only one criterion was
included that might be called locaticmal- namely, ~ the distance from lhe
nearest large meu·opolis". But sometimes, locational properties can be the
major defining factors in the perceived identity of a city or town. For instance,
consider Oakla nd, California. To many people, Oakland's primary identifying
feature is locational- namely, it is perceived as a "sidekick" to San Francisco,
located across the famous bay. A secondary feature might be that it is much
poorer than th e city to which it is a "sidekick", and a third feature that it has a
large minority population. Note that only the last of these three is a purely local
fact about Oakland.
ow, suppose a challenge to name "the Oakland of Illinois" were issued.
One answer that would probably come to mind for many people is "Gary",
despite the fact that Gary is in Indiana, not Illinois. This oddball but completely
defensible answer would arise by an indirect process. First, given that Oakland
is conceived of as a satelli te of San Francisco, one would search for "th e San
Francisco of Illinois", which would be almost certain to suggest Chicago, and
probahly only Chicago. Once these two "landmark" cities had been mapped
onto one another, one would look for towns that play a "sidekick" role to
Chicago, especially ones located across a body of water and having large
minority populations. Gary tills this bill very we ll, since it is located across the
Chicago River (even in the "correct" direction- namely, to the east- which
is a free bonus) and iL~ population is largely black. The fact that Gary is not
su·ictly speaking inside lllinois constitutes a strike against it, but not a strikeout.
As someone once remarked about ·w hiting, Indiana (a small town very near
Gary), "U- it weren't for the state Line, it would be in Illinois" - a droll
counterfactual that holds for Gary as well. Indeed, Gary has so much else going
for it that it probably would be lhe eventual winner. Even in the minds of people
who wound up ultimately rejecting it, Gary would have to be seen as a far more
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plausible candidate than, say, Peoria (which in this very special context might
be called "the Lompoc of Illinois").
Gary is not the on ly plausibl e "Oak land of Tllinois". A very different but
quite reasonable answer would be East St. Louis, a poor and largely black suburb
of St. Louis located across the Mi · ·issippi from it, and thus in Tllinois. Some
people might even feel East St. Louis is a superior answer to Gary, as it is located
inside the perimeters of the target state. However, this time the landmark city
by reference to which it is defined - St. Louis - is ou.tside the state borders.
This delightful irony brings out the ubtle fact that the earch for reasonable
answers inside the designated state will still have to be allowed to stray across the
state lines in order to put in-state cities, especially ones near any borde.r, in their
proper perspective.
All of this suggesl-; the following Ob-Plane puzzle, a definite favoriLe of
ours:
What is the East St. Lbu.is of Illinois?
Initially, this might sound either trivial or nonsensical, given that East St. Louis
is in lllinois to begin witll. However, the mere posing of the puzzle suggests that
one cou ld make it make sense - but that to do so will require looking at ast
St. Louis in a new light. Fonunatcly, this is not too hard: thanks not only to the
physical proximity of St. Louis and East St. Louis bu also to the S<.>noric
proximity of their names, East St. Louis is on a certain amceptual level more
attached to Missouri than 1.0 Tllinois. This deep associaLion between East St.
Louis and Missouri hints that the puzzle makes some sense after all, and that.
we should begin our search for an answer by solving this subproblem:
What is the St. L,ouis oflllirwis?

This is a piece of cake: Chicago, of course. The next step is to look for Chicago's
analogous sidekick- in other word , to attack this problem:
Wha$ is the East St. Louis of Chicago?

One's first instinct might be to look witl1in lllinois, but given the relationship
between East Sl Louis, St. Louis, and the Missis.~ippi River, it would perhaps seem
better to look eastwards across the Chicago River into Indiana. This leads us back
again to Gary, which is not an awful answer. However, as a potential counterpart
to East Sl Louis, Gary is a bit hefty (their populations an: roughly 50,000 and
150,000), and furthermore, the name weary" bears no relationship to that of the
landmark city, Chi(:ago. Consideration of these flaws suggesls looking further,
and fairly quickly, at least if one knows Chicago's eastern suburbs reasonably well,
one comes across another potential answer: East Ch icago (population : roughly
40,000). This rather small and mostly black suburb of Chicago is, like East St.
Louis, dose to its landmark city in both location and name. It also lies east, across
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both the river and the state line from the landmark city. All this leaves little doubt
that "the East St. Louis of Illinois" is East Chicago, Indiana.
Of course, from a narrow and rigid point of view, East St. Louis itself ought
to be the unhesitating answer, and no cities in Indiana should ever be considered at all. However, narrowness and rigidity are the antithesis of what analogymaking is all about, and in our opinion, East Chicago is a convincing and
charming answer.

Bringing These Ideas Back to Tabletop
Doumward transfer of lessons from the big domain to the tiny domain
We have spent many pages exploring a variety of geographical analogy
problems. Although the discussion has hopefully been amusing, our main
· purpose in this exploration was to show the pointlessness and the incredibility
of a formula-based approach to such problems. But assuming that we have done
a reasonable job, the question still remains: What do lessons about the domain
of Ob-Platte problems have to do with Tabletop, the actual computer model?
Do they transfer downward to its microdomain, or is the gulf between the
domains too wide?
Certainly we would not claim that all the properties of the Ob-Platte
domain are mirrored in the far simpler Tabletop domain. For instance, the
noncontainability ofthe Ob-Platte domain with respect to analogy-making- the
fact that spin-off analogy problems are generated that may have to do with
essentially any aspect of the world, no matter how unlikely a priori- is not in
any sense mirrored in the Tabletop domain. The Tabletop world is a very small,
self-contained world with a clearly delimited amount of information. In that
respect, it resembles chess. In chess, all the pieces' moves can be described in a
page or two, and that's really all one needs to know, at least in principle. Likewise
in Tabletop: as was mentioned earlier, there is precious little to know about any
particular table object, and not much more to know about any Platonic category.
Because the objects and categories are so stripped-down, one is never forced by
a Tabletop analogy problem into solving analogy problems in other, seemingly
disconnected, domains.
But the fact that the infinite-regress nightmare utterly vanishes in the tiny
Table top domain is irrelevant to us, as designers of an analogy-making architecture. For us, what matters is that in real domains, the infinite-regress nightmare
is there, and cannot be sidestepped. For just this sort of reason, we forced
ourselves to keep alternate domains in mind. Similarly for the other nightmares
that became crystal-clear only when we looked carefully at the scaled-up domain .
ofOb-Platte puzzles: although they may not arise in the Table top domain itself,
they are facts about the challenge of analogy-making in general, and as such are
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one hundred percent relevant to the Tabletop project. As we stated before, the
critical idea is that if one is working in a restricted domain but striving for
psychological realism, one must not succumb to the temptation to employ
mechanisms or strategies that, in a scaled-up domain, would give rise to intractable difficulties. Taking advantage of the Tabletop domain's deliberate smallness and deliberate simplicity would simply be cheating.
Thus in sum, we would argue that the lessons from the larger domain
perforce transfer to the smaller domain; indeed, the main purpose behind
considering a hugely scaled-up domain was to unmask techniques that, though
they would work in the tiny domain, would fail in the scaled-up domain. Such
techniques are merely trickery and should be totally banned, if one is trying to
build a model that is psychologically realistic.
Another reason we are interested in looking at all sorts of problems in
scaled-up domains, such as Ob-Platte puzzles, is that other domains contain
fascinating analogy-making challenges that inspire us, and whose flavor we
would like to echo in our microdomain. Is it possible to mirror analogy
problems belonging to a huge domain in the very small Tabletop microdomain? We have found that it often is. The "translations" are often crude but
nonetheless quite interesting, and it is to a few of them that we turn our
attention in the next subsection.

Crude mirrorings, in Tablet~, of some tricky Ob-Platte puzzles
In order to "copy" a given analogy problem in a totally disjoint domain,
one obviously has to look at the problem at a considerable level of abstraction.
The level we feel is the most telling, as far as analogy-making is concerned, is
that of interacting pressures. As we have seen in earlier sections, there are many
types of pressures in common between the Ob-Platte world and the Tabletop
world. In particular, there are pressures, either local or locational, having to do
with category membership, physical location, grouping, relative salience, and a
number of other notions. All of these types of pressures are universal, or nearly
so, in the sense of existing in virtually any domain in which analogies can be
made. The idea is therefore to take advantage of this universal level of analogymaking.
One begins by selecting an interesting Ob-Platte puzzle. Next, one strips
it of its surface features, exposing the more hidden (but more essential) brew
of interacting pressures. Finally, one creates a Tabletop problem that mimics,
as closely as possible, the flavor of that brew. To the extent that the Tabletop
domain is interesting, its interest derives from its capacity to reproduce many
diverse constellations of interacting pressures, not from the objects themselves.
Let us look at a few concrete examples of "translations" of Ob-Platte
analogies into the Tabletop world, involving rich mixtures of pressures brought
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Henry

Eliza
Figure VIII-6. Working towards the "East St. Louis ofIllinois" problem in the
Tabletap domain.

about by rivalries between various types of local and locational properties of
objects on the table. For instance, in Figure VIII-6, if Henry touches his cup,
Eliza could simply reach across the table and touch the same cup, arguing "I
have no choice, since there is no cup over here on my side." This would be a
little bit like answering "East St. Louis" to the "East St. Louis of Illinois" puzzle.
One can adjust the pressures slightly away from this literal-minded answer
by adding silverware surrounding the cup and plate, as in Figure VIII-7. This

Eliza
Figure VIII-7. Getting closer to the "East St. Louis ofllli7!.ois" problem in the
Tabletap domain.
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Henry

Eliza
Figure VIII-B. Even closer to the "East St. Louis of Illinois" problem in the
Tabletop domain.

encourages perception of Henry's cup in terms of its locational properties (i.e.,
relating it to the "St. Louis" of the situation) above and beyond seeing it simply
as a member of the category "cup". Since the plate on Eliza's side has an
identical locational description ("between a fork and a spoon"), there is considerably more reason now for Eliza not to reach across the table to Henry's
cup, but to touch her own plate. This might correspond roughly to naming a
Chicago sidekick inside Illinois.
Even the ironic flavor of the "East St. Louis of Illinois" puzzle can be
mimicked in a crude way in the Tabletop domain. Consider the configuration
in Figure VIII-8. Here, the touched cup on Henry's side has the locational
description "between a fork arid a spoon". On Eliza's side, no object has this
locational description, but there is a very tempting cup, which could be the
answer. On the other hand, Eliza's plate has the locational description "between
a cup and a glass", which at a slightly abstract level is analogous to the locational
description of Henry's touched cup ("fork" and "spoon" are considered to be
very similar categories, just as are "cup" and "glass"). This would suggest that
Eliza's plate is a good answer. This is an ironic twist, given the total lack of
intrinsic resemblance between the touched cup and the plate, and especially
given the existence of a cup on Eliza's side, pulling hard to be touched.
Needless to say, no analogy in the Tabletop domain could come close to
reproducing every nuance of a given Ob-Platte analogy. Rather, translation of
an analogy from one domain into another domain is a very high-level analogy
problem in itself, and at times can even take on aspects of an art form. Similar
points have been made in earlier writings (Chapter 24 of Hofstadter, 1985;
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Henry

0

•

Eliza

Figure VIII-9. A "blockage" scenario in the Tabletop domain.

Mitchell, 1993), where numerous examples were given of "translations" of
real-world analogies into the very small Copycat domain, consisting of linear
letter-strings. We feel there is a certain beauty to the idea that a tiny domain can
in some sense mirror the more abstract complexities of situations in the real
world even if their surface-level features are not in the least mirrored.
Other tricky Tabletop problems and mechanisms tailor-made to handle them
Earlier, we mentioned that the first program that operated in the Tabletop
domain was a "Potelbat"- a brute-force, formula-based program- and that
it did quite well on simple problems but had trouble with some of the trickier
ones. We pointed out that such a program could h ave been enhanced to handle
the trickie r problems by the addition of specialized mechanisms. We wish h ere
to give readers a feel for how this could have been done, but why, from our point
of view, it would have been an exercise in pointlessness to do so.
Figure VIII-9 illustrates how the discovery of a particular structure - in
this case, a diagonal "bridge" (that is, a perceived object-to-object correspondence) between two glasses- can have an unexpected effect. Specifically, the
existence of this bridge tends to block an otherwise perfectly reasonable answer
- namely, touching the glass on Eliza's side of the table - and to push strongly
for touching Henry's cup itself. The Tabletop architecture handles this type of
situation naturally, with no need for a special "blockage-checking mechanism ".
The drastically reduced attractiveness of the glass on Eliza's side falls out
automatically from the role that bridges play in the program.
Why could a Potelbat-type program not recognize that Eliza's glass was
"already taken", and thus opt for touching H enry's cup? The answer is that a
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Potelbat sees no relationships between objects, makes no groupings, builds no
bridges - in short, a Potelbat has no ability to build up new perceptual structures; it
just takes the literal objects given on the table, mechanically scans them all, and
assigns points to each of them. Thus to deal with this type of "blocked-answer"
situation, such a system would need a mechanism designed specifically for this
purpose - a mechanism that takes the highest-scoring object (the one that
would normally be the winner) and, before letting the program actually go
ahead and touch it, rescans the entire table for objects that resemble it, checking
specifically to see if there is one ba<:= k on Henry's side that resembles it more
closely than the original touched object does. If so, the would-be winner is
declared out of the running, and the second-place object becomes the new
front-runner (but before it is allowed to be touched, the blockage-checking
mechanism must run once again - and so on). Note that since problems
featuring this type of situation cannot be "smelled" in advance, this mechanism
would have to be run on every problem, even though it will have an effect in only
a tiny minority of cases.
Adding such a specialized mechanism would allow this problem to be
solved, but for each such explicit mechanism that one might have remembered
to include, there would be many others that one might well have overlooked.
To be concrete, any problem that depends in any way on the build-up of groups
(or of bridges) will require a specific mechanism to be added on - unless, of
course, group-building (or bridge-building) itself is added into the basic architecture. This would be a radical extension of the original notion of a formulabased program, but let us not question it for that reason. The real trouble is
that such a program, if it retains its mechanical brute-force style of assigning
points to everything, would have to build all conceivable groups, rather than
building only ones that are more "attractive" or "plausible". In a situation with
n objects on the table, the number of conceivable groups will be 2n, a very large
number- and needless to say, most of them will be laughably implausible from
a human point of view. Note also that building groups out of "raw" table objects
is not the end of the line; one can then go on to build bridges between groups,
and even to build higher-order groups whose elements are smaller groups. So
in fact, we are dealing with a number considerably larger tha,n 2n. Lest all this
sound too theoretical, we should point out that there are many natural table
situations that humans instantly and intuitively do perceive in terms of such
higher-order groups, such as the one shown in Figure VIII-I 0 (note its similarity
to Figure IX-l e on page 395).
The situation in tqis figure is interesting, in that many people are drawn
to the salt shaker - a priori certainly a very unlikely object to be considered "the
same" as a cup, especially when there is a glass on Eliza's side. Obviously, the
salt shaker's "similarity" to the cup has nothing to do with category membership;
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Eliza
Figure VIII-1 0. A Tabletop scenario in which people naturally see triply-nested groups.

it comes entirely from paying attention to where these items are located inside
their respective six-object groups, each of which breaks down most naturally
(from the point of view of human perception) into a fork-fork group and a
knife-spoon-spoon group, as well as one further item between them. And as
for the two knife-spoon-spoon subgroups, it is actually more plausible to see
each of them as consisting not of three objects, but rather of one knife and a
group of two spoons. Thus in this problem, people intuitively see a group
(spoon-spoon) inside a larger group (knife-spoon-spoon) inside a yet larger
group (containing six table objects). This gives a feeling for how unlikely it
would be that a Potelbat would solve this problem. What, indeed, would tempt
such a program at all to point at the salt shaker?

Concluding Words
Contrary to what one might at first suppose, analogy-making in the Tabletop microworld is not trivial; in fact, it poses a variety of deep and interesting
challenges. Some of these challenges might appear at first sight to be tractable
by special-purpose mechanisms. However, to build into an analogy-making
system a large number of special-purpose mechanisms (all of which would have
to be brought to bear on every problem) would amount, in scaled-up situations,
to computational suicide; moreover, it would be psychological nonsense.
The actual Tabletop program, rather than relying on a host of diverse
brute-force special-purpose mechanisms, attempts to use a small set ofvery general
perceptual and cognitive mechanisms. As it scans its little world, it builds up
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multi-level perceptual structures, from which emerge context-dependent
pressures. These pressures push the program to focus on certain concepts, certain
areas of the table, and certain objects more heavily than on others. Altogether
there is a deep mutual interaction between the processes that build new structures
and the processes that focus spatial and conceptual attention. It is the fact that it
possesses this type of psychologically reasonable architecture, rather than the
smallness of its domain, that keeps the Tabletop program from "exploding"
combinatorially.
The smallness of the Tabletop domain should not be misread. It is an
attempt to deal honestly with the huge cognitive complexity of small-seeming
tasks, rather than a pretense of dealing with the limitless complexity of the real
world. On its surface, the Tabletop project is not glamorous, but when one takes
the time to look carefully at it, one finds that it is a serious attempt at understanding how perception and cognition are integrated in the human mind.

Preface 9:
The Knotty Problem
of Evaluating Research
in AI and Cognitive Science
Striving to Simulate the Style of an Individual Human Mind
What would make a computer mode l of analogy-making in a given domain
a good model? Most cognitive psychologists have been so well trained that even
in their sleep they would come up with the following answer: Do experiments on
a large number of human subjects, collect statistics, and make your program imitate those
statistics as closely as possible. In other words, a good model should act very much
like Average Ann and Typical Tom (or even better, like an average of the two
of them). Cognitive psychologists tend to be so convinced of this principle as
essentially the only way to validate a computer model that it is almost impossible
to talk them out of it. But that is the job to be attempted here.
One of our several counterarguments to this viewpoint comes simply from
caricaturing the earlier statement of the goal: a good model should act very
much like Boring Bob, Mediocre Melanie, Conventional Carol, and Dull Doug.
Anyone- probably even Average Ann and Typical Tom- can see what is being
driven at. Who would want to spend their time perfecting a model of the
performance of lackluster intellects when they could be trying to simulate
sparkling minds? Why not strive to emulate, say, the witty columnist Ellen
Goodman or the sharp-as-a-tack theoretical physicist Richard Feynman?
Indeed, one of our unabashed motivations is a desire to understand what
goes into deep esthetic insight. This goal is particularly clear in the Letter Spirit
project (see Chapter 10) , where just about the only criteria for judgment are
esthetic, but it is also the case in Copycat and Tabletop. In domains where there
is a vast gulf between the taste of sophisticates and that of novices, it makes no
sense to take a bunch of novices, average their various tastes together, and then
use the result as a basis for judging the behavior of a computer program meant
to simulate a sophisticate.
This might seem to suggest an alternative research methodology for
validating an analogy-making program, one that would please cognitive psy-
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chologists: Send o ut an analogy-puzzle questionnaire to your favorite set of
elite minds (Nobel Prize winners, MacArthur Award recipients, witty columnists, pithy farmers, and so on), collect and tabulate the results, and make sure
your computer model imitates the average of these minds.
There is still something d eeply wrong with this idea. Averaging a bunch of
top-notch minds together is as scramble-brained as mixing a bunch of great
recipes together in hopes that the result will itself turn out to be a great recipe.
A ridiculous notion! Great recipes and great minds are one of a kind. The act
of averaging destroys them. Averaging Richard Feynman's answers together
with Ellen Goodman's equally thoughtful answers (whatever they might be)
would be senseless.
The point is that creative minds will collectively come up with a spectrum of
answers and ran kings thereof that, as a whole, may be quite atypical of any one
creative mind. Any individual cognitive style would get completely lost in the blur.
This suggests that a more reasonable goal for a model of analogy-making would
be for it to act like some particular creative mind, or even, perhaps, for it to be
able to act like various different creative minds when certain critical "cognitivestyle parameters" are varied. Of course, when critical parameters are allowed to
vary sufficiently, the performance will rapidly move out of the "elite" class and into
the "eccentric" area, and from there on, who knows wh ere!

A Throng of Interacting Subcognitive Mechanisms
What kinds of cognitive-style parameters might be involved in the determination of an individual cognitive style in analogy-making? Let us list a number
of typical ones, to give a concrete feeling for what is being talked about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

role of salience in determining levels of attention paid to various objects
degree to which extra attention is devoted to objects having extremal attributes
differential rates ofperceptual processes - e.g., spotting sameness vs. relatedness
desire to build chunks based on samenesses or other types of connections perceived
willingness to adjust or destroy already-solidified perceptual chunks
propensity for a dormant concept to "wake up" when lightly activated
differential rates ofspreading ofactivation from a concept to various semantic neighbors
differential rates of decay of activation of various concepts
degree to which activated concepts bias ongoing perceptual search
ease with which default perceptions can be overridden Uy drive for perceptual uniformity
size of conceptual halos of concepts
relative levels of abstractness assigned to concepts
degree ofpreference for abstract descriptions over concrete ones
manner in which perceptions affect inter-concept distances
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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probability of making a slippage between two concepts at a specific distance
willingness to let a slippage carry related slippages along on its coattails
willingness to accept fragmentary mappings
willingness to consider alternatives even when there is one clear leading viewpoint
degree of resistance to blending rival views, rival rules, rival answers, etc.
degree of attraction to symmetry
intensity of dislike of trivial or boring answers

By no means do all insightful people have the same settings of such
parameters. Each specific combination of numerical values of these (and
countless other) hidden and usually totally unconscious variables determines a
unique and sharply-defined intellectual style, or taste. Mushing together the
responses of a large number of intelligent people would wash out the precision
of each personal taste. Most likely the result would be a goulash as tasteless as
a mixture of many good recipes that had nothing to do with each other.
But then why do so many cognitive psychologists, upon first hearing about
the Copycat and Tabletop projects, tend to insist on experiments in which many
people's answers to analogy puzzles are pooled? Because they are used to an
extremely different experimental paradigm- one in which one single cognitive
mechanism (or perhaps the interaction of a couple) is probed. The expectation,
and a quite reasonable one in standard experiments, is that the basic mechanism
under investigation is reproduced almost deterministically from mind to mind.
For instance, a psycholinguist might seek to understand whether lexical
items are stored, associated, and retrieved more by their semantic roots or by
their phonetic properties. Such a researcher might therefore design an experiment aimed at determining the degree to which some specific word, when
heard, primes (i.e., lightly activates) various other words that are related to the
first word in different ways. For instance, how much does the word "decide"
prime the word "decision" (with which it shares a root but in a slightly disguised
way) as opposed to priming "deciduous" (which looks more like it, though they
are unrelated)? (Such an experiment is described in Marslen-Wilson et al.,
1992.) There are known techniques for determining the strength of priming
effects, such as reaction-time tests (e.g., measuring the length of time a subject
takes to decide whether a word displayed on a computer screen is a real word
or a nonexistent word, with shorter-than-usual reaction times being indicative
of priming). For each individual subject, one can use such a technique to
measure the reaction times in the two different conditions (namely, tight
phonetic resemblance but no root in common, as opposed to less phonetic
resemblance but shared root). Then a ratio can be taken, showing which type
of effect is stronger in the given individual. When such experimental ratios are
then compared across many subjects, it usually turns out that not only is there
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a definite trend, but also the individual differences are not all that great, thus
confirming the expected approximate universality.
Experiments of this sort are beautiful and deep probes into the fundamental
mechanisms of the human mind, but they probe only one tiny aspect at a time.
The Copycat and Table top projects, on the other hand, aim to model the way in
which a very large number of independent tiny mechanisms, all working in
concert, produce high-level emergent behavior. When each of, say, a hundred
different mechanisms has some variability on its own, even ifjust a little bit, their
overall interaction has an enormous number of degrees of freedom. When many,
many mechanisms are simultaneously involved in this way, it is simply a confusion,
brought on by habit and by training, to insist that the validation criteria for models
of such complex behavior are identical to those for models of a single mechanism.

How Are Natural-language Programs Validated?
Perhaps the inappropriateness of using statistics to validate a computer
model of mental phenomena becomes clearest when the idea is applied to
natural-language programs. Consider a lengthy natural-language dialogue between a person and a computer program, such as the famous dialogue involving
Terry Winograd's program SHRDLU (Winograd, 1972, reprinted in many
places, including Hofstadter, 1979). What would make a reader feel that such
a dialogue was psychologically realistic? The answer is, simply, the feel of the
conversation. Do the remarks make sense? Is this the kind of thing that someone
might actually say in such a situation? To be sure, one could theoretically give
the first Ninterchanges of the dialogue, along with theN+ 1st question, to 100
college sophomores and then ask them all to write down how they would reply.
For each value of N, all the diverse responses could be collected and tabulated
and compared with how the computer program actually replied at the same
juncture- but what would such an exercise prove? At each juncture there are
millions of plausible answers, and the whole idea of averaging falls apart. (How
do you average together 100 different replies that include such things as "I don't
know", "The yellow one", "The last one I touched", ''I'm not sure what you
mean", and "I think it's the one between the two tall ones"?)
In everyday life, we don't judge how well a fellow human being handles
language by the degree of stereotypicality and predictability of their replies to
our remarks. Rather, our judgments are based on flexibility (how fluidly the
person reacts to unexpected turns of many different sorts in the conversation),
and on insight (the degree to which their replies get to the nub of the matter).
This is how a natural-language program should be judged, as well.
There is a sense in which we agree with the desire for some kind of statistics.
Obviously, one single natural-language exchange between a human and a
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program, no matter how impressive, will not prove anything. It could have all
been canned. One needs a great deal of bulk, revealing how the program
performs in a wide and open-ended variety of contexts, in order to assess the
program's flexibility and thus its validity as a psychological model. The same
would go for an analogy-making program.
Some people might ask, ''What makes you think that mere flexibility over
many different contexts is any sort of evidence of the correctness of the
underlying psychological mechanisms?" The answer, it seems to us, is that
flexibility can come only from the underlying substrate, and therefore if a
model is flexible in the same ways as people are, then its substrate must share
mechanisms with people. (This thesis of the necessary interrelationship between overt behavior and hidden mechanisms is discussed in greater detail in
the Epilogue.)
We would judge a computer model of natural language by watching its
performance over a very large number of highly diversified interchanges, with
freedom being given to a sophisticated human prober to pose any number of
unanticipated situations to the program . As Alan Turing suggested over four
deades ago in his famous article on the criteria for recognizing genuine
intelligence in an artifact (Turing, 1950), consistent flexibility and insight in
response to open-ended probing would be the validation criteria, not some
kind of match with human statistics. Why should it be different for analogymaking, which is in many ways on the same level of complexity as use of natural
language?

Concrete Criteria for the Validation of Our Computational Models
In the Copycat and Tabletop projects, we have been driven by the following
set of qualitative but certainly not quantitative criteria regarding the behavior
of the program:
(I) the answers that the program comes up with should almost always
seem plausible to people (especially answers that crop up with a
reasonable frequency- say, more than one time in 100);
(2) the spectrum of answers that people come up with should in large
part be accessible to the program (in the sense that for a given
answer there is some theoretical pathway that could lead to it);
(3) if a given answer seems olroious to most people, then it should also
be obvious to the program (i.e., it should crop up with high
frequency);
( 4) if a given answer seems Jarfetched to most people, then in the
model it should crop up with low frequency;
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(5) if a given answer seems elegant but subtle to most people, then in
the model it should crop up with low frequency;
(6) if an answer is considered ugly or silly by most people, then its
quality should be rated low by the program;
(7) if an answer is considered elegant by most people, then its quality
should be rated high by the program;
(8) the program should occasionally <:ome up with insightful or creative answers.

Note that these criteria (e.g., is .xyz ==> ~ [or touching Eliza's spoon] a
plausible answer? obvious? elegant?) can all be assessed informally in discussions
with a few people, without any need for extensive psychological experimentation. None of them involves calculating averages or figuring out rank-orderings
from questionnaires filled out by large numbers of people.
The eight validation criteria listed above are already stringent; however,
we now list three further criteria that go considerably beyond looking simply at
various answers to a fixed problem:
(9) as a situation is gradually "tweaked" in a series of stages that, to
people, clearly strengthen the pressures for certain answers and
weaken those for others, the program's frequencies and quality
judgments for its answers should shift to reflect this tendency;
(10) the most frequent pathways taken to a given answer should seem
plausible from a human point of view;
(11) when various key features of the architecture are disabled (or
"lesioned") by taking them one by one out of the program, the
behavior should degrade in ways that reflect the theoretical role
that each feature was intended to play.
Although the first two of these refer to judgments by people, such judgments do not need to be discovered by conducting large studies; once again,
they can easily begotten from casual discussions with a handful of friends. For
example, concerning criterion (9), it is an obvious fact hardly needing elaborate
experimental confirmation that when one changes the category of a given table
object so that it becomes further and further removed from the category of the
object Henry touched (e.g., Henry touches a glass, and in a series of four
problems, a given object starts out as a glass, then becomes a cup, then a saucer,
then a knife) , a human Eliza will be less and less inclined to touch that object,
all other things being equal. To illustrate criterion ( 10), it is patently clear on
an intuitive level that for a human working in the Copycat domain to arrive at
the answer .xyz ==> uryz in the problem "abc ==> abd; .xyz ==>?"without ever running
into the z-snag is highly implausible.

